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 46.	This is a story to explain " religious merit."     (R. C. T.)
It is placed at " Mugdmulut " (? Mugdmuluk), probably intended
for Magadh mulk, the country of Magadha.
 47.	This is one of the " riddle " stories of which Indians are
so fond.    For explanation see Latta the Prophetess, p. 28; Wide
Awake Stories ; Legends of the Pan jab, Preface.   (R. C. T.)
r    49. This   is   the   well-known   myth   about   Agasti   (Agastya)
swallowing the ocean.
 50.	For   other   contemporary  popular   beliefs   regarding   the
breeding of elephants, see Mundy, ed. Temple, ii. 233-4, iii- 333 »'
Bowrey,   ed.   Temple,   pp.   273-4.    For  a  note  on  Christopher
Hatton, see above, No. 43.
 51.	Marshall is describing the dwarf bullock, gaina, the trotting
ox of India.
53. Wonderful and varied stories relating to the musk-deer
had evidently been told to Marshall, and these he jotted down as
received, so that he repeats and contradicts some of his statements.
He is wrong in saying that these animals have horns ; he under-
estimates their height and he is ignorant of the fact that it is
only the males that have the two long projecting teeth. He also
states incorrectly that both males and females secrete musk, and
then revises that statement, probably from a more reliable source,
as also that regarding their jointless legs, which later on he found
to be " false/1 His reference to the " Tartarian hills or Caucosus "
shows that the slopes of the Himalayan range was a terra incognita
to the English in the seventeenth century.
54» 55- " C°a (Coee) or Jackatra," " Gosomph." Marshall
seems to be jumbling several myths together. There are no such
words as " Coa " or " Jackatra." His remarks may refer to the
nakra or small alligator and the sus-mar, dolphin. By'' Gosomph *'
he means Gohsanp or goh, the lizard-snake, popularly, but
erroneously, supposed to be poisonous, between which and the
Bis-khapra (see Yule, Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Biscopra) there is much
confusion of thought.
57, If Marshall is correct as to the " very sharpe " teeth " about
2 inches long " of the sword fish he saw, he must have met with
an abnormal specimen, as the teeth, both in the upper and lower
jaw of this fish, though innumerable, are in general merely
rudimentary.
62. Marshall's '* Pupea " is the paplha, the Cuculus melano-
leneos, also called the chdtak.
65. For burial in a crouched or sitting position, see Crooke,
Things Indian, p. 129.

